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Abstract. Global predicates in parallel programs are predicates considering the 
state of more than one process. They are a useful concept for debugging parallel 
programs, e.g., for specifying assertions or breakpoints. In this paper 3-predicates 
are defined and examined, a restricted class of global predicates. 3-predicates are 
defined by two local predicates which have to be simultaneously satisfied by two 
different processes. Such predicates are frequently needed to express synchroniza- 
tion properties. Efficient centralized and parallel algorithms for detecting satisfac- 
tion of 3-predicates are proposed. Furthermore, it is outlined how 3-predicates can 
be used for global breakpoints and where to stop a parallel program reaching such 
a breakpoint. The underlying machine models is a fixed set of processes commu- 
nicating by message passing or shared memory. 
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1 Introduction 

Debugging parallel programs is much harder than debugging sequential programs. 
Therefore, at least the methodologies proved useful for sequential debugging should 
be available when debugging a parallel program. One frequently used concept for se- 
quential programs are predicates. Either they describe certain program properties (e.g., 
as assertions or invariants). Then these predicates are tested when executing the pro- 
gram; each time when a predicate is not satisfied is considered a possible program error. 
Or they specify breakpoints. Then they are used within a debugger. Whenever a predi- 
cate is satisfied, the program is stopped in order to examine the current program state. 
Examples for such predicates are control breakpoints specifying certain lines of  code or 
data breakpoints being defined by predicates on the program memory state [151. Predi- 
cates have proved to be useful when debugging sequential programs and are needed for 
parallel programming and debugging, too. 

1.1 Predicates in parallel programs 

Detecting predicates is more complicated for parallel programs than for sequential pro- 
grams. In general, parallel systems do not provide for a globally synchronized clock with 
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sufficient resolution. This is obviously true for distributed parallel systems (e.g., a net- 
work of workstations), but even some parallel machines (e.g., Thinking Machines CM- 
5) lack a global dock. But without global clocks a system's global state cannot be de- 
termined. However, globalpredicates, i.e., predicates related to multiple processes, are 
defined on global states. Furthermore, a (parallel) program reaching a breakpoint, i.e., 
satisfying a predicate, must be stopped in the earliest global state possible. 

Even if a global clock is available, it makes sense to ignore it when checking predi- 
cates. Due to a program's nondeterminism, real simultaneousness of two events is often 
a matter of pure chance. Not detecting a certain predicate in a particular program run 
does not mean that this predicate is not satisfied in all other program runs. Therefore, a 
better suited approach for simultaneousness is necessary for parallel programs. 

For several subclasses of global predicates these problems have been efficiently 
solved. In this paper we examine a further subclass of global predicates allowing effi- 
dent predicate detection and program halting. We consider MIMD programs running 
on parallel machines using message passing or shared memory as well as distributed 
programs running on an arbitrary distributed system. Programs consist of fixed numbers 
of processes. 

1.2 q-predicates 

As 3-predicates we consider a restricted class of global predicates: each 3-predicate, de- 
noted 3 (P1, P2), consists of two local predicates (i.e., predicates considering only states 
of single processes) PI and P2.1 3 (PI, P2) is satisfied if and only if there are two different 
processes Pl and P2 satisfying/91 and P2, resp.: 

3(P1 ,P2) r (3P1,P2 E P)(Pl r  A PI(Pl)A P2(P2)) 

where P is the set of all processes. Such predicates are frequently used to describe syn- 
chronization properties. As examples consider the following predicates "No two differ- 
ent processes are ever simultaneously staying within their critical sections." and "'One 
process is in procedure A while another process is in procedure B." The predicate of the 
first example is the negation -~3(P,P) of an q-predicate consisting of only one predi- 
cate P - "the process is in one of its critical sections". The second example's predicate 
is an 3-predicate 3(PA, Pa) with PA -- "the process is in procedure A" and I~ -- "the 
process is in procedure B". In the following we present algorithms to detect satisfaction 
of 3-predicates. Therefore, the algorithms can detect situations when predicates simi- 
lar to example 1 (i.e., assertions and invariants represented by negated 3-predicates) are 
no longer satisfied. Analogously, the algorithms can detect global states which satisfy 
predicates like the one in example 2 (i.e., global breakpoints specified by 3-predicates). 

The major contributions of this paper are efficient algorithms that detect as early as 
possible the satisfaction of 3-predicates and a proposal when and how to stop a paral- 
lel program in a meaningful (global) state as soon as predicate satisfaction has been de- 
tected. Related work on globalpredicates is briefly summarized in Section 2. Vector time 
necessary for efficient predicate detection is introduced in the following Section 3. Sec- 
tion 4 presents efficient detection algorithms for 3-predicates. The idea behind the pred- 
icate satisfaction algorithm is to check the local predicates of the 3-predicate in each of 

1 There is no real limitation of 3-predicates to two local predicates, but this restriction makes 
discussions and algorithms easier. 
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the parallel processes and to notify an added predicate checker process whenever a local 
predicate is satisfied. The predicate checker process maintains the information gained 
from the worker processes and checks for detection of the B-predicate. In this paper a 
centralized version providing only one such checker process as well as a parallel version 
with several checker processes is proposed. Section 5 discusses a means to increase ef- 
ficiency, and section 6 a method to stop the parallel program as soon as the global predi- 
cate is satisfied. We propose to check the program while replaying a program run which 
has previously been recorded [10]. The predicate detection algorithm yields informa- 
tion to reconstruct the earliest global state corresponding with the predicate detection. 
Finally, we present first experimental results in Section 7. 

2 Global Predicates 

A global predicate is a predicate on the global state of a parallel program. The stan- 
dard way to define global states in this context uses a system model consisting of a fixed 
number m of processes running on different nodes [3, 5, 7, 12, 14]. Processes communi- 
cate via message passing. This model covers abroad spectrum of distributed and parallel 
systems: message-passing programs are trivially included, but shared-memory programs 
are also easily represented. 

Processes are considered as sequences of  states. Transitions from one state to the 
next one are called events. In the following, we will distinguish between communication 
events (sending and receiving a message) and internal events (computing steps). When 
not explicitly stated, events are communication events, and a local state is the sequence 
of internal states between two communication events. Events are considered to happen 
instantaneously, i.e., to take no time. The global state of a parallel program is a set of 
simultaneous local states, one for each process. 

In order to detect such predicates, global states must be determined. Without a global 
clock, temporal ordering and possible simultaneousness have to be defined in terms of 
the communication structure [2, 5]: each message in a program run has a send and a re- 
ceive event. The send event must have happened before the receive event. Furthermore, 
the events of single processes are temporally ordered. Therefore, there is a partial order- 
ing on the set of all events in a program run called "happened before" relation -~ [81. 
This relation implies a "lying before" relation on local states: A state s lies before state 
s ~ (s < s ~) iff the event e + immediately after state s happens before or is equal to the 
event e~ immediately before state s ~ (e + ___e~). Two local states s,s  ~ with s ~ d  As ~ ~s  
are called <-incomparable. Within the program run, s does not lie before s ~ and vice 
versa. Therefore, they can be considered simultaneous. This means that s and s ~ are ei- 
ther actually simultaneous local states, or they can be simultaneous in an equivalent pro- 
gram run, but with a different timing. Therefore, a distributed global states is defined as 
a pairwise <-incomparable set of local states, one for each process. Distributed global 
states comprise actual global states. 

In order to check a predicate for a certain program run, every distributed global state 
must be checked. However, the number of global states grows exponentially with the 
number of events [31. Therefore, an efficient algorithm detecting arbitrary global predi- 
cates cannot exist. In the literature several restricted classes of global predicates together 
with algorithms for checking these predicates have been discussed. Quite simple to de- 
tect are stable predicates [2], i.e., predicates remaining satisfied when being satisfied 
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once (e.g., "the entire program has terminated"). Unstable predicates are more difficult 
to detect. Most restricted classes of unstable predicates are defined as local predicates 
connected by boolean operators [5, 7, 12, 141.3-predicates are also a member of this 
class. Furthermore, there are some classes of global predicates going beyond the scope 
of this abstract. 

3 Vector Time 

In order to process distributed global states, the "happened before" relation on events 
must be implemented. The standard way to represent this partial ordering uses time- 
stamps based on vector time [4, 13]: each process i keeps a vector 1,~ of m counters. E[i] 
is the number of the last event of process i and l,~[j], j ~:i, the number of the last event 
of process j process i is causally dependent on. The timestamp of event e in process i is 
defined as V/(e), the value of E when e happens. Vectors are updated as follows: be ei a 
send event in process i and ej the corresponding receive event in process j .  

-) [k] + 1, i f / =  k 
Vi(ei)[k] := V/(eT)[k], else 

(max(Vj(e -f)[k],Vi(ei)[k]) + 1, i f j  = k 
Vj(ey)[k] := max(Vj(e~)[k],E(ei)[k]), else 

where eT and e~- are the predecessor events of ei resp. ej in the same process. In order to 
compute Vj(ej) of the receive event, time stamp Vi(ei) of the send event must be trans- 
mitted piggypacked on the message. It can be shown that e -< e' iff V(e) [i] < V(e') [i] if 
e happens in process i and e' :~ e. Similarly, for two local states s and s ~ of processes 
i resp. j, s < s ~ iff e + ___ej7 iff V(e+)[/] < V(e-~)[i] iff V(ej-)[i] < V(e~)[i]. Thus, the 
vector time of local states of local states is the vector time of their starting events. In 
the following, we will call such vector timestamps "time vectors", and we will write 
V(s) < V(s ~) when actually V(s)[i] < V(s~)[i] is meant. Using vector time, testing the 
"happened before" and the "lying before" relation costs exactly one elementary com- 
parison, and therefore it is easy and efficient to check whether a set of local states is a 
distributed global state. 

4 Detecting 3 - P r e d i c a t e s  

A straight-forward approach to detect an 3-predicate 3(P1,/'2) is quite simple: for each 
process, we save the timestamps of local states satisfying PI resp. P2. Each time when Pk 
is satisfied in process i, we compare the corresponding timestamp with saved timestamps 
of the other processes' local states having satisfied the other local predicate. The 3- 
predicate is detected if a <-incomparable timestamp is found. But the major flaw of this 
approach is that it is unknown how long such timestamps must be saved before they 
can no longer serve as partners of a <-incomparable timestamp. Heuristically limiting 
the number of timestamps saved for each process would require that we know upper 
bounds for message latencies etc. Particularly in distributed systems, upper bounds are 
unknown or even do not exist. 

In this section we propose a centralized and a parallel version of an algorithm de- 
tecting 3-predicates in parallel programs consisting of m processes. The algorithm keeps 
timestamps only as long as absolutely necessary. Heuristics are unnecessary. 
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4.1 Basics of the Algorithm 

In order to detect an 3-predicate 3(P1, P2), we distinguish two classes of processes: user- 
generated worker processes and checker processes. Worker processes are instrumented 
such that they inform the checker processes of every local state satisfying a local pred- 
icate P/. The checker processes then determine whether 3(P1,/)2 ) is satisfied. Providing 
exactly one such checker process yields a centralized version of the algorithm, providing 
several checker processes on different nodes yields a parallel one. This approach works 
best if checker processes run on separate processors not being used by worker processes. 
Then, checker processes do not influence worker processes. However, the approach also 
works if checker processes have to share processors with worker processes. Especially 
in this case, checker processes should be highly efficient. The following presents such an 
efficient solution inspired by Garg and Waldecker's algorithm for detecting conjunctive 
global predicates [5]. 

The main idea of checker processes is to consider each of the predicates/)1 (i) A/)2 (J) 
for its own. For every pair (i, j) ,  0 < i, j < m, i ~ j ,  the timestamps 2 of i-states 3 satisfying 
/'1 and those of j-states satisfying P2 are separately saved. Whenever a new i- or j-state 
"arrives" indicating that/'1 resp. P2 has been satisfied in process i resp. j ,  the predicate 
/'1(i) A P2 (J) is detected when a <-incomparable saved timestamp of process j resp. i is 
found. The difference to the straight-forward approach is that the arriving timestamp re- 
stricts the timestamps that still have to be saved: every timestamp less than the new one 
cannot contribute to a <-incomparable state any longer and may be discarded. There- 
fore, the algorithm does not save timestamps longer than needed. 

We assume that timestamps arrive in ascending order and are processed FIFO by 
the checker processes. For each pair (i, j) ,  timestamps are best saved in separate queues 
for i- and j-states. New timestamps are inserted at the end; the heads tell about the el- 
dest timestamps which may be discarded first. Since at least one of the queues is always 
empty - -  otherwise there would exist an i- and a j-state being <-incomparable such that 
the 3-predicate is satisfied - -  one queue for both i- and j-states is sufficient. A flag tells 
about the process the saved timestamps are coming from. 

Figure l a  describes a procedure check_global(i, j,pred, ts) maintaining the queue 
q[i,j] for a pair (i , j)  when process i satisfies P1 (ifpred = 1) or when process j sat- 
isfies P2 (ifpred -- 2) in a local state with timestamp ts. Flag queued[i, j] represents the 
process the timestamps in q[i, j] are coming from. 

In order to check the entire 3-predicate, procedure check_global has to be called by 
the instrumentation code for each local state satisfying P1 or P2. Whenever a process 
i satisfies/)1, check_global must be called for all the pairs (i,j) with j = 0, 1 , . . . , m -  
1, j ~ i. Analogously, when process i satisfies P2, check_global must be called for the 
pairs (j, i), j = 0, 1 , . . . ,  m -  1, j 5~ i. The centralized version sequentially executes these 
invocations, the parallel one executes them in parallel (sections 4.3 and 4.4). The time 
complexity for the entire algorithm is therefore determined by the time complexity of 
procedure check_global: 

Lemma I The n th invocation of  check_global(i, j,pred, ts) with particular values i 
and j has a mean time complexity, measured as the number of  elementary comparisons, 
of O(1) and a maximal time complexity of O(n). 

2 In this section, timestamps are time vectors of local states. In section 5 pairs of event time vec- 
tors will be used as timestamps. 

3/-state is used as a shorthand for "local state of process i." 
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procedure check_global(i, j , pred, ts) 
{ if queued[i, j] = pred then 

enqueue ts in q[i, j] 
else 
{ while -,empty(q[/, j]) A 

ts > head(q[/, j]) do 
dequeue head element of q[i, j]; 

if q[i, j] is empty then 
{ queued[i, j] := pred; 

enqueue ts in q[i, j] } 
else if ts ~ head(q[/, j]) then 
{ casepred of 

{ 1: tsl := ts; ts2 := head(q[i,j]) 
2: tsl := head(q[i,j]);ts2 :=ts  } 

global predicate is satisfied: 
P1(i) attsl  and P2(j) atts2 }}} 

procedure clip_queue(i, j , pred, ts) 
{ if queued[i, j] ~=pred then 

{ while -,empty(q[/, j]) A 
ts > head(q[i,j]) do 

dequeue head of q[i,j]; 
while length(q[/, j]) > 1 A 

t s~  second(q[/, j]) do 
dequeue head of q[i,j] }) 

(a) Co) 

Fig. 1. Core procedure (a) and clipping procedure (b) of the detection algorithm 

Proof: We show by induction that the number Cn of time vector comparisons needed 
for the first n invocations of check_globalis restrained by n - qn < Cn < 2n - qn where qn 
is the number of time vectors in the queue after the n th invocation. This is true for n --- 1. 
For n > 1, one of three cases can apply. (i) ts is inserted into the queue, thus qn+l --- 
qn + 1 and C~+1 = C,. (ii) ts is less than some time vectors in the queue. Thus, Cn+l = 
Cn + qn - qn+l + 2. (iii) ts is greater than all of the time vectors in the queue. Therefore, 
Cn+l = Cn + qn and q,+l -- 1. Thus, the mean complexity of each invocation is Cn/n < 
2 - q J n .  The maximal complexity, n + 1, is gained for case (ii) and qn = n, q,+l = 1.0 

For each pair (i, j), 0 < i, j < m, i ~: j, a queue must be maintained. The space re- 
quired by the algorithm is therefore dominated by the m ( m -  1) queues. Each queue al- 
ways contains the minimal number of elements being necessary to detect the earliest 
global state satisfying the q-predicate. The queue cannot infinitely grow as long as each 
process occasionally satisfies P1 as well as P2. Out-of-date timestam[?s are then auto- 
matically discarded. The space requirement of the algorithm is O(pm z) where p is the 
maximum length of each queue. If, however, there is apair (i, j)  of processes such that 
process i repeatedly satisfies Pk, but process j never satisfies the other local predicate, 
the queue q[i, j] grows infinitely. 

A solution is to periodically notify the checker processes of timestamps of the worker 
processes when their predicates have not been satisfied for a certain period of time. These 
"clipping timestamps" can be used to clip the queues: of course, timestamps being <- 
less than the clipping timestamp can be discarded. But it is also necessary to remove <- 
incomparable timestamps. Otherwise, the queue q[i, j] of two processes i and j rarely 
communicating with each other would merely be clipped. Unfortunately, this might re- 
suit in missing the earliest global state satisfying the 3-predicate since a <-incomparable 
timestamp has been discarded. But if at least the most recent <-incomparable is left 
on the queue during clipping, it is guaranteed that a later global state satisfying the 3- 
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For each sending of a message from proc i: 

send the array cnt piggypacked 
on the message; 

cnt[i] := cnt[i] + 1; 
first[l] := true;first[2] := true; 

For each receiving of a message in proc i; 
the message contains the array cnf" 

f o r j : = O t o m -  1 do 
cnt[j] := max ( cnt[j] , cn? [j]); 

cnt[i] := cnt[i] + 1; 
first[l] := true;first[2] := true; 

Whenever a predicate Pk becomes true 
in proc i, or when Pk is still true after 
an event has happened: 

if first[k] then 
{ first[k] := false; clip[k] := false; 

call local_pred_satisfied(k, cnt) }; 

Periodically execute: 

if clip[l] V clil~2] then 
call clip( cnt) ; 

clip[l] := true; clip[2] := true; 

Fig. 2. Instrumentation of worker processes 

predicate is detected. 
According to these ideas, Fig. lb shows the procedure clip_queue(i, j,pred, ts) being 

responsible for clipping the queue q[i, j] when ts is the current timestamp of process i 
(pred = 1) or the one of process j (pred = 2). The procedure checks whether the queue 
contains timestamps of the other process. Every timestamp less than or <-incomparable 
to ts except the most recent one is removed. 

4.2 Instrumentation of  Worker Processes 

Figure 2 shows the instrumentation of worker processes. The first two code sequences 
describe the instrumentation of code responsible for sending resp. receiving messages. 
The third code sequence informs the checker process whenever Pl resp. P2 is true in the 
current local state. This sequence must be called either when Pj resp. P2 was false and 
has become true now (i.e., for an internal state not being distinguished within our sys- 
tem model), or when Pl resp. P2 has been true all the time and an communication event 
has happened. The checker process is informed of every local state satisfying P1 resp. 
P2 even if Pl resp. P2 is satisfied in a period of time covering several local states (e.g., 
using a predicate "the process stays in procedure R"). The checker process(es) are in- 
formed by calling local_pred_satisfied(i, cnt) which sends messages to the appropriate 
checker processes. This procedure depends on the specific predicate checker. It is pre- 
sented in Fig. 3a and 3b. Flags first[I] and first[2] guarantee that checkers are informed 
only once when a local state satisfies PI resp. P2. Finally, the fourth code sequence is 
periodically called (e.g., triggered by a local timer interrupt). It takes care of clipping 
the queues when/'1 or P2 has not been satisfied in this process since the last execution 
of this code sequence. 

4.3 Centralized Predicate Checker 

The centralized checker in Fig. 3a consists of exactly one checker process. When receiv- 
ing a notification message on predicate satisfaction or a clipping request from process i, 
check_global resp. clip_queue is successively called for all the pairs containing i. Due 
to lemma 1 the mean time complexity of the checker process processing the n th of such 
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I Within worker processes ] 

procedure local_pred_satisfied(k, ts) 
{ Send Pk(ts) to checker process } 

procedure clip(ts) 
{ send Clip(ts) to checker process } 

IiChecker process I 

do forever 
{ [] on receiving Pl(tS) from worker 

proc. i: 
for j : :  0 to m -  1 do if i =/= j then 

call check_global(i, j ,  1, ts) 
[] on receiving P2(ts) from worker 

proc. i: 
for j  := 0 to m -  1 do i f i # j  then 

call check_global(j, i, 2, ts) 
[] on receiving Clip(ts) from worker 

proc. i: 
for j : :  0 to m -  1 do if i =/= j then 
{ call clip_queue(i, j ,  1, ts); 

call clip_queue(j, i, 2, ts) }} 

Within worker process i 

procedure local_pred_satisfied(k, ts) 
{ case k of 

{ 1: for j := O t O m -  1do  
if i ~ j then 

send Pl ( i, j , ts) to checker 
proc. on node (i + j) modm 

2: for j := 0 to m -  1 do 
if i # j then 

send P2 ( j, i, ts) to checker 
proc. on node (i + j )modm 

)} 
procedure clip(ts) 
{ for j := 0 to m-- 1 do if i ~ j then 

send Clip(i, j ,  ts) to checker 
proc. on node (i + j)  modm } 

Each of the m checker processes ] 

do forever 
{ t2 on receiving message Pk(i,j, ts): 

call check_global(i, j, k, ts) 
[] on receiving message Clip(i, j, ts): 

call clip_queue(i, j ,  1, ts); 
call clip.queue(j, i, 2, ts) } 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 3. Centralized (a) and parallel (b) predicate checker 

a message for a particular process i is O(m), the maximal space complexity is O(mq) 
where q is the maximal length of each queue. Number q depends on the frequency of 
clipping. 

4.4 Parallel Predicate Checker 

The single checker process is a bottleneck of the centralized version. The iteration loop 
of the checker process can easily be parallelized and is optimally executed in parallel if 
each of the updated queues is staying on another node, e.g., when implementing the array 
q as a distributed array where the queue q[i, j] stays on node (i + j)  modm. Figure 3b 
shows the corresponding parallel checker. The queues are distributed over all processors 
maximizing parallelism. Worker processes satisfying a local predicate or wishing to clip 
queues have to notify the checker processes on the correct nodes. 

The discussion so far assumes that two processes are running on each node: the 
worker and one checker process. As already described, worker processes must be inter- 
rupted when the checker process receives messages. Fortunately, the checker can process 
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the message in constant time on average (lemma 1) and maximal time O!q) where q 
is determined by the frequency of queue clipping. But in order to maximize efficiency 
one might run worker processes and checker processes on different nodes. Maximum 
performance is gained if we have 2m processors; worker processes run on processors 
0, 1, . . . ,  m -  1, and checker processes are executed on processors m, m + 1, . . . ,  2m - 1. 

5 State Sequences 

As described the checker processes have to be notified of each local state satisfying P1 or 
P2. Local predicates being satisfied for quite a long time (e.g., "The process is executing 
procedure R") may thus cause heavy message traffic to the checkers and high overhead 
for detecting the global predicate. Obviously, refraining from sending one message for 
each local state satisfying a local predicate would increase efficiency. The idea is to not 
notify the checkers of each single state within a sequence of local states, each satisfying 
the same local predicate, but to notify them once of the entire sequence. In the following, 
we propose to use such state sequences in order to detect global states satisfying global 
predicates, in particular 3-predicates. 

A state sequence is a sequence of consecutive local states of one process. Obviously, 
a state sequence S = (So, S l , . . . ,  sn-1) lies before another state sequence S ~ = (do, S'l,... , 
s~n,_l), denoted S <* S ~, iff sn-1 < do. The following lemma is quite obvious: 

Lemma 2 Given two state sequences S = (So, s l , . . . ,  s~-l) and S I = (do, ~ , . . . ,  s~n,_~), 
So :~ s o. S and S ~ are <*-incomparable iff there exists si within S such that si and do are 
<-incomparable. 

Thus, we do not loose information on local states being <-incomparable when us- 
ing state sequences instead of local states: if we detect that two state sequences are 
<*-incomparable, each of the sequences contains a local state such that these are <-  
incomparable. The lemma furthermore expresses that one of theses states is the first 
local state of one of the sequences. 

As a consequence we can detect satisfaction of an 9-predicate 4 by simply searching 
for <*-incomparable state sequences of two different processes satisfying PI resp. P2. 
Therefore, the algorithm proposed for local states in section 4 can also be used for state 
sequences. Even clipping works the same way. The only difference is that the algorithms 
must deal with state sequences, i.e., compare them. Since state sequences are compared 
using their first and last state and these are compared using their timestamps, the algo- 
rithm has to work with pairs of time vectors: (tsl, ts2) < (t~,  td2) iff ts2 < td 1. This is 
the only difference for checker processes. The instrumentation of worker processes has 
furthermore to be modified. It has to detect first and last local states of state sequences 
satisfying a local predicate and then to send their time vectors to the checker processes. 

When local predicates are satisfied for many subsequent local states, using state in- 
tervals greatly reduces message traffic to the checker processes and computing efforts to 
detect the global predicate decrease. As already described, this is in particular essential 
when worker and checker processes share processors. But using state sequences has also 
some flaws: the algorithm cannot tell about the exact local states making up the global 
state satisfying the 3-predicate (see section 6). And furthermore, the end of a sequence 

4 Of course, other global predicate can also be detected by state sequences. 
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is not known before the first local state not satisfying the previously satisfied local pred- 
icate is reached. Therefore, satisfaction of a predicate is delayed until the end of the se- 
quences. This effect can be reduced when long intervals are split into shorter parts and 
the checker processes are notified on these shorter state sequences. 

6 Halting the Program 

So far, we have discussed pure detecting 3-predicates only. The algorithms only report 
satisfaction of the global predicate together with the timestamps of the crucial local 
states resp. state sequences. This is sufficient when a property of a program run shall 
be tested. For debugging purposes, e.g., if an 3-predicate is used to specify a global 
breakpoint, the program has to be stopped at the (earlies0 global state found by the 
checker processes. Since checker processes are running asynchronously to the worker 
processes, the program cannot be stopped in the right global state when the 3-predicate 
is detected. The wellknown solution to this problem for other classes of global predi- 
cates is stopping the program as soon as the checker detects the global predicate and 
rolling back the run to a consistent global state satisfying the S-predicate [5], or replay- 
ing [10] the just checked program run and to use the information got in the previous 
run [12]. Both approaches require that the program run is sufficiently traced in order to 
correctly roll back or replay the program run. Tracing may be performed during predi- 
cate checking ("online debugging"). But it also makes sense to trace a program and to 
check predicates when the original run is replayed ("post-mortem debugging"). In the 
following, we briefly discuss how to use replay to correctly stop the program in a global 
state satisfying the 3-predicate. 

When state sequences are not used, halting in the appropriate global state is easy. 
The algorithm provides time vectors ts = (Co, c1,. . . ,  Cm-1) and td : (do, all,... , din_l) 
of local states in two processes satisfying the S-predicate. As shown in section 3, the 
time vector of a local state contains for each process the number of events being causally 
dependent on. Therefore, the earliest global state represented by ts and ts ~ consists in 
process i of the local state after the event with number ni : max(ci, ~//). During replay, 
vector time is not needed any more. Instead, events are simply counted, and process i is 
stopped after its event with number hi. 

Using state sequences increases efficiency of detecting B-predicates. But the detec- 
tion algorithm cannot in general tell the exact local states satisfying the local predicates. 
The detection algorithm returns two <* -incomparable pairs of time vectors (tsl, ts2 ) and 
(ts~l, td2) of state sequences satisfying Pl resp./)2 in processes i and j.  If tsl and ts' 1 are 
<-incomparable, they represent local states where to stop during replay. Therefore, the 
situation is identical as when detecting 3-predicates without using state sequences. If 
however tsl < t~  (the case tsl > tv2 is analogous), tsz and t~  of process i resp. j do 
not represent such a global state. But due to lemma 2, ts' 1 = (do, C'l,... , din_l) specifies 
the j-state of the earliest global state satisfying the 3-predicate. Therefore, replay con- 
sists of stopping each process k after its event with number d k and then to continue each 
process ks~ i until the next global state with process j satisfying its local predicate is 
reached. Of course, different from the previous case, vector time is needed here. 
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7 Experimental Results 

We have partially implemented the detection algorithms proposed in Section 4. As a vir- 
tual parallel machine we use a cluster of workstations running PVM [61. The runtime 
system is made up by a C++ class library providing message passing on top of PVM. 
Vector time is automatically maintained. Our implementation currently supports only 
two kinds of predicates: reaching certain lines of code and executing certain procedures. 
These predicates are easily tested by instrumenting the program. As predicate checker 
the centralized version supporting state sequences is implemented. 

As an sample program we consider a parallel version of Jacobi's relaxation method 

differential equations which we have used to solve ~ + ~ = 4 for a 34 x 34- forpartial 
matrix on four workstations (i.e., with four processes). As q-predicates we have used 
(1) "some process exchanges data with its neighbor and some process simultaneously 
computes its approximation error", (2) "some process distributes its approximation er- 
ror and some process simultaneously computes its approximation error", and (3) "some 
process except the first one sends its approximation error before it has received the error 
of  its predecessor". 

The first two predicates do not mean a program error. Detection rather shows that 
there is no unnecessary coordination between processes. Both predicates have been de- 
tected for several times in each run. Although each of the local predicates is satisfied in 
each iteration, the maximal queue length was 5. 

Satisfaction of the third predicate means that a deadlock has occurred since approxi- 
mation errors are distributed along the ring of processes. Thus each processor except the 
first one must not send its error before it has received its predecessor's error. This pred- 
icate demonstrates the usefulness of 3-predicates. After deliberately including an error 
the predicate checker could detect the deadlock. 

8 Conclusions 

Global predicates are predicates on the global state of the program, where the global state 
of a program at a particular instance in time consists of local states of all the processes at 
this time. Detecting such predicates in parallel programs is a problem since global states 
are in general not observable due to the lack of a global clock. However, the standard 
concept of the distributed global state consisting of one local state of each process and 
being pairwise causally independent comprises real global states. 

In this paper we have discussed the problem of detecting a particular class of global 
predicates, 3-predicates, in parallel programs during execution. 3-predicates consist of 
two local predicates, i.e., predicates on local states of single processes. An 3-predicate 
is satisfied if there is one process satisfying the first local predicate and another process 
satisfying the other one. Those 3-predicate are most useful for describing synchroniza- 
tion properties. 

We considered the usual parallel program model with exactly one process on each 
node and message passing as a communication means. We proposed a centralized and 
a parallel efficient algorithm for detecting 3-predicates. Both use special processes 
running asynchronously to the user processes. The parallel version causes only con- 
stant overhead independent of the running time of the program and the number of its 
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processes. Overhead can be reduced and efficiency increased by considering long se- 
quences of local states satisfying a particular local predicate like one single local state. 
Finally, we showed that q-predicates can also be used for specifying global breakpoints. 
This requires that the entire program is stopped in an appropriate global state as soon 
as a given q-predicate is satisfied. However, stopping in such a global state requires 
replaying the original program run. 
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